News Release
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Manitowoc Introduces 10 Pack-Bundle: Metal Scoops, External Scoop
Holders with Retail Merchandiser Package
New Port Richey, FL. – February 7, 2019 Manitowoc, Welbilt’s leading brand for commercial ice makers, is
offering two aftermarket accessories in new retail packaging with a point of sale merchandiser to display in
restaurant equipment showrooms and commercial kitchen supply stores.
The 10-pack bundle includes 6- K00461 Multi-Mount External scoop holders and 4- K00463 NSF approved metal
ice scoops, with a corrugated merchandiser fully assembled in one over pack carton. Unpack and set up the display
in minutes for cash and carry items that will improve the overall sanitation of scooping ice for foodservice
operations. The bundle is available from Manitowoc Distributors beginning in February 2019.
For places where the ice scoop must be stored outside the bin, Manitowoc has developed the optional NSF
approved commercial grade external scoop holder. The external scoop holder can be configured in seven different
ways for maximum flexibility. It can be mounted left side or right side of a bin, horizontal or vertical on a bin or on
a wall in either direction. The scoop holder can be configured and assembled in minutes without any tools. The
holder accommodates the NSF approved, blue ABS plastic scoop which ships with the Manitowoc D-bins, or with
the new K00463 NSR approved metal scoop. The Multi-Mount external scoop holder can be used on Manitowoc,
Koolaire and other branded bins as well.
The K00463 metal scoop is made with indestructible NSF certified cast aluminum with a capacity of 5.3 lbs/ 85 oz
of scooping capacity. The knuckle guard improves sanitation by protecting the hand from contacting the ice. The
rubber handle prevents the hand from getting cold when the scoop is accidently left inside the bin. Additionally,
the K00463 metal scoop comes with a limited lifetime warranty that allows for free replacement under
normal use and care.
For more information about the K00461 Multi-Mount External scoop holder and the K00463 Metal Scoop, please
visit us at the Welbilt booth #3200 during the NAFEM show, February 7-9 or visit www.manitowocice.com.
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